How to Get Your Social Media Posts on Cxday.org

We hope to feature your photos on our Cxday.org website. If you follow the steps below you may see your photos in a feed we set up for you.


2. Select Create a Post

3. Write Something / Upload a photo
   a. Include text and photos about what CX Day festivities you are participating in.

4. Use the below hashtags if:
   a. #LocalCxDay2019 - If you are attending a local network event.
   b. #CxDayToast2019 – If you dedicate a post to acknowledge CX advocates, appreciate your customers etc.
   c. #CelebrateCxDay2019 – If you are attending an event at your company celebration.
   d. #CxDayCoffeeChat2019 – If you are attending a breakfast event or chatting over coffee with a colleague.